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i c-space -I 
Gra i -@rage [2] has introduced two inteiesting generalizations of first countable 
amely W-spaces and w-spaces. l‘hese spacer dre defined in terms of a 
n infinite game. The purpose of this note 13 to give simple and purely 
1 conditions characterizing these spaces. It is foui;d that, in practice, the 
king conditions we give are far easier to use than the defining conditions 
of Gruenhage. For example, Galvin [I] has found the characterization of w-spaces 
given here to be very useful. 
Let p be a point in ~1 topological space X and consider the following twa-person 
infinite game at p: Player I chooses an open neighborhood U1 of 2, and then player 
II chooses a point xi E Ui; p!ayer I then chooses another open set U2 containing p, 
player II chooses some point X~E U2, and so on. Player I wigls the game if the 
sequence (x,) converges to p. The precise definition of the game is as follows. 
topological space and take p E X. A strategy at p for player I is a 
4Vp, where 9(X) is the set of all finitz sequences in X and ?$, is 
the set of all open neighborhoods of p in X. A strategy at p for pkzyer II is a 
function T : 9(X) x NP +X such that T(F, U)E U for each F E 9(X). I et p E X be 
given and let a and r be strategies at p for players I and II respectively. The:n 0 and 
r together determine a unique ssqueltce (x,) as follows: 
Xl = +d(B))], 
where ($3) means the empty sequence. 
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and so C’NI. The strategy v defeats T vouided the sequence (x,) converges to p (briefly 
(x,) + P \. A point p E X is called a w-point in X if for each strategy 7 at p for player 
II, thex !s a strategy cr at p for player II, which, defeats ‘I: A point p e X is called a 
Wpoint :in X provided player I has a strategy u at p, which defeats every possible 
strategy F;ft p for player% ‘such a strategy u is &lied a master strategy, 
A topslogical space X, each point of which is a w-point (resp. W-point) in X is 
called a +v-space (resp. Wspace). VVe need to recall some more definitions. 
(2) A spac:e X is a c-spuce provided x E A implied there is a countable subset B 
of A swh that x E B. 
(3) A space X is a Frkhet space provided x E A implies there is a sequence (x,) in 
A such that (x,) + x. 
(4) A ipace X is countably bisequential (or strongly Fkhet) provided for each 
x E X a~! each decreasing sequence (A,, : n EN) clustering at x (i.e., x E A,, for all 
. n E N), ~thcre is xn E A, such that (x,)-+x. (N denotes the set of po&ive integers). 
For an,:/ p E X, we write 4”,, = {.A z X : p E A}. Then 9(&) is the oollection of all 
finite sequences in &,. Now we introduce three new conditions. 
Cortdition /\. For any p E X and for any sequence (A, : n E N) clustering at p, there 
is xn E A, mch that (x,} --) p. 
Condition 3. For any p E X, there is a function A : SF(&)-+ X such that if 
(A, : n E IV a is any sequence clustering at p and if A ((A 1, AZ, . . . , A,)) = xn then 
x, EA, anrP (x&+p. 
Condition (2 For any p E X there is a function A : & XN +X such that if 
(A,, : n E N 3s any sequence clustering at p and if A (A”, n) = n, then xn E A, and 
(x,?+p* 
Clearly 
cct\.ldition C-l condition B=+ condition A. 
L41so, note Gat condition A is obtained from :he definition of strongly Fr&zhet 
space by siriii)ly omitting the word “decreasing” as a requirement on the sequehcc 
(A n : n E Nj I Thus the above chain of implicasions continues as follows: 
CU “1 dition A + Strongly Frechet + Fr6chct + c-space. 
Now we ~+i;!l prove that the conditions, A, B, C characterize w-spaces, spaces 
and first core yj table spaces respectively. 
, 4 topological space X is 0 w-space 
. As?:tlfPle that X is a w-space. Take any p E X and any sequence (A, : n E IV) 
of subsets oh X clustering at p. For any finite sequence F in X of length n and for 
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alay (3 E: &, define T(F, G) to be some point of G l7 A,,+l. This defines a strategy T 
at p for player II. A counterstrategy a then yields a sequence xn E A, such that 
(xn) + p. Therefore X satisfies condition a4. 
NOW assume that X satisfies condition A. Then X is clearly a c-space. WC want 
to prove that X is a w-space. Take any p EX and let r be any strategy at ;: for 
player II. The set 
F(O~=(~(W,G):GEN~} 
clearly clusters at p. We pick a countable subset P(0) = {y(l), Y(2), y(3), . . . ) of 
F(0) such that P(0) also clusters at p* This is possible in view of X being a c-space. 
The set P (0) is a set at the “zero” level. For ye P(O), the set 
Fly(n)1 = My(n)), G): G E NJ 
clusters at p and as above we pick a countable subset 
P[Y(n)I={Yin, 1)s Y(%2)9Y(h 3), l l ‘1 
of F[y(n)] such that P[y(n)] also clusters at p. Notice that each y(r0, r) is a response 
of 7 when player I played some G, E N, to y(n). There is a set P[y(n)] 
for each y(n)E P(0) and thus we have a countable collection 
WY (m P[Y m P[Y ml9 * l - } of sets; these arc our sets at level “one”. Again, for 
each n EN and for eaoh y(n, I)E Ply(n)] we pick a countable set 
P[yh r)] = b(n, 4 11, yh r, 3, yh c 3), . l - > 
as above. For each (n, r)c N x N we have a set P[y (n, r)] clustering at p; and these 
are our sets at level “two”. Moreover, y (n, r, s) is a play made by 7 to 
((y(n)* y(n, r)), Gs) for some G, E NP. We continue this to “level” k for each k E N. 
Finally at each level k, k EN, we have a countable number of sets, each of these sets 
is countable and clusters at p. Moreover, the following is true: Given any k-tuple 
( n,r,. . . t, u), the point y(n, r, . . . , t, u) of P[y(n, r, . . . , t)] is a play made by r while 
responding to ((y(n), y(n, r), . . . , y(n, r, . . . , t)), 6) for some G E: NP. 
We have a countable number of levels, and a countable number of sets at each 
level. Thus, in all, we have a countable number of sets, each clustering at p. We 
arrange these sets in a sequence and use condition k to extract a sequence (x,> 
converging to p. Some xnl in this sequence is from P(0). Some x,? is from P[y(n)] 
where y(n)== x,,, and so on. Th;rs we obtain a subsequence (x,) of ix,,) such that if 
player II uses 7 then player I can find 2 strategy O= so that the sequence (x,~> is the 
game determined by a and 7. As (x, b+p, so (x,)+ p. Thus player I has d strategy 
which defeats T. The proof is now complete. 
8ce elf a w-space (resp. space) is a w-space (resp. 
e now show that if X is a c-space and if each countable subspace of X 
is a w-space then X is, itself, a w-space. Note that a c-space whose all countable 
subspaces are W-spaces (equivalently: first countable j need not be a W-space [il. 
Pm& Leg p G 2C rend let (A, : n E lV> be a sequence of sets clustering at p. Since X 
is a c-space_:., we can find a countable subset B, of A,, clustering at p. Then 
y = {p) u [L/117, : n E y] is a countable subspace of X and hence is a w:space. NOW 
the proof C~I ii be easily completed. 
Theorem 3@ ,.4 topological space X is a W wspace if and ossly if it satisfies condition B. 
Pro& Ass~x~e that X is a W-space. Take any p E X ani let u be a mrister strategy 
at p for pla:+cr I. For any set A clustering at p, de&e A (A) = x1 where x1 is some 
point of A !~-l~ m((fJ>). Suppose A has already been defined for all finite sequences of
length s n in &,. Take (AI, Az9 . . . , An, A,&E ZF(&). Let 
h ;j’Al, AZ, . . . , Ai))= xi, for jG n. 
Define 
A :(A 1, AZ, . . . , A,. A,+t)) = xn+l, 
where xn+ I u,s some point OS A,+1 n (~((xl, x2,. . . p x,,)). Thus, by induction A 
been deFp4 on 9Y&). In view of a being a master strategy, A satisfies 
requireme rl I.s of Condition B. 
has 
the 
Now suglpr3rse X satisfies condition B. Take any p E X. We want o define a master 
strategy a; p for player I. Let A be the function given by condition B. Define 
Q ($8)) = NY? where Nr = {A (A): p c A}. 
Surc\ly ,p E .YQQ, for otherwise p would be in the closure of X - Nl, contradicting 
the definition of Nl. Take any x1 E ~((0)). Then x1 E Nrand so there exists A1 E &, 
such that ,)lrfAr)-xl. Let 
and defintt: r.r((&) = Ni. For any XJ~ a) we define o<(x))= X Note that such an 
x will 1101 i:.,e a move of player II (he has to piay 9 point of JV$. Now we want to 
&fine o=(Q-~; x2)). If .x1 g! NY or if ~9 Ng then o((x1, x2))= X. If x1 E NY and ~2 E Ng 
thc.i; VM Pi a iii-1 A 1, A2 TV cp such that A ((A 1)) = x1 and A ((A 1, AZ)) = ~‘2. Let 
and define: G((x~, xz)) = Nz. Continuing like this) we can define CT on all of 
view of A. I;+isfying condition B, it is clear that a will be a master strategy, In fact a 
forces plz,$ er II to play only those sequences for which A has already assured 
converges*, :C to p. The proof is now complete. 
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The proof of the following theorem is similar to the one given above, and thus wz 
will omit it. 
I 
Theorem 0. A space X is first countable if and only if it satisfies conditimz C. 
Finally we note that the last statement of Theorem 2 is Theorem 3.8 of 
Gruenhage’s paper [Z], and the first statement also follows from Ciruenhage’s 
proof. However, our characterization of w-spaces makes the proof much easier. 
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